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“Your work will get you the job, your attitude will
keep you there.”

TopLeads leads the SDR departments of the most successful B2B
SAAS in the world.

A TopLeader is someone that strives to accomplish that mission.



●Why is this job like no other?

At TopLeads we think that our work is more than just work, work is a part of our
identity. Work is a grand part of your life and it should be FUN!
Work is a medium that will allow you to know the better parts of yourself, to feel
accomplished. We view work as a lifestyle, it is a way for you to express yourself,
develop yourself, and grow.

TopLeads is based on a pure MERITOCRACY system.
“May the best win” is the basis on which you’ll be treated, ambitious individuals
will face no roadblocks as they will be provided plenty of opportunities to prove
themselves and grow.

At TopLeads, proving yourself should be your utmost priority!
Before ascending the ranks of the professional ladder and accessing top positions,
you’ll have to set yourself apart from the rest of the flock.

Our startup's “CEOs” are highly entrepreneurial individuals. They are paid 15% of
the revenues of their departments. They all started out as simple Account
Managers and freelancers in sales or customer service, and through perseverance,
they proved themselves and accessed the top fairly quickly.

That’s the opportunity you’ll get here, at TopLeads. To get money remotely, while
owning your piece of the thing and impacting the world positively.



●Culture Systems

TopLeads Values:

1- Overcommunication

Over-communicate, always!
In a remote startup, very strong communicators are the only ones that’ll make it.
No introvert BS here, you are part of a whole team, a single organism, and
communicating what’s on your mind is the only way out.
We are a team of hunters. No one hunts solo here. Text communication is fine, but
calling your teammates especially when the going gets hard is required.
Communicate clearly and efficiently. Send whatever details you can in each of your
messages.

We heavily lean towards screenshot communication at TopLeads, here are some
tools that will help you become a better communicator:

- https://app.prntscr.com/en/index.html
- https://www.vidyard.com/

2- Olympian Performance

Ok now that you’re loyal and that you over-communicate, you need to deliver the
stuff, at a very high level.
Here it’s A+ or nothing, that doesn’t mean to be a perfectionist though, it’s just to

have the INTENTION to always be the best, to be HYPER COMPETITIVE. If you
don’t want to be world-class and want an “average life”, “average happiness” or
average whatever, you won’t be a good fit here.

https://app.prntscr.com/en/index.html


3- Eternal Student -  1% Better every day

Theory + application = solidified knowledge and results.
You need to be completely obsessed with learning on a daily basis. Read books,
articles, podcasts, audiobooks, youtube videos, etc., and APPLY the knowledge
physically on a day to day. Always be the smartest in the room.

4- Default positivism

You know that without motivation nothing gets done. Don’t be a party pooper,
don’t zap the energy out of the team. CREATE ENERGY and SHARE IT with the
team. Bring the noise! No bitching, no drama, no quarrels like you see in the
movies. Constructivism with no bad intentions only.

5- Do as I do Leadership
We only recruit LEADERS!

Leaders that DO more than they SAY. Let your actions speak louder than your
words. Don’t hit your head on the wall and waste time and energy telling others
how they need to change. Show them with your actions, and change should come
by itself. Bad actors and people that don’t want to change will be naturally
discarded so be compassionate, patient, and trust the process. Lead through your
actions.
#massiveaction Guys, instead of complaining and losing time writing angry
messages, channel that frustration into energy and ACT, make shit happen!

BE ACCOUNTABLE. TAKE THE BLAME. TAKE THE SHIT. BE HEROIC AND
BRAVE.



6- Goal-KPIs orientation.

If you know how to set goals, then you should be held accountable for reaching
those goals. TopLeads is a burning forge so you better learn how to resist the heat
and the cold steel of the hammer. Be warm and lead with your heart, be cold and
think with your brain!

7- Number’s orientation.

TopLeads speaks with numbers and statistics.
Base your sayings on facts, intuition is a good guide until you have a clear
numbers game. You can only think clearly and make good decisions if they are
based on facts and backed up by data.

8- You are obsessed with customers

Clients play a vital role. Think of them as the oxygen you breathe, you’ll learn to
cast your ego aside when you understand that without clients, there is no
TopLeads.
Your main priority, whatever your position in the team, is to create a better
environment for the client. After all, the longer you keep your clients, the more
opportunities you’ll have to grow!



●More TopLeads values:
⁂ Be good and have good intentions.
Ours is to bring the most value to the world. We're in for money as it's essential, but also
to help progress worldwide. Loving, compassionate, patient, grateful, and forgiving
people are welcome people.

⁂ Have Top-tier communication, responding quickly and on time. If you're the mysterious
type (or have lots of demons you still need to face) forget it. Always answer quickly, even
if it's to face loads of shit.

⁂ Be Very entrepreneurial. Get. Shit. Done. Move fast and break things, à la Mark
Zuckerberg - Facebook Phase 1.

⁂ Be a great manager and even greater leader.

Be on a default leader mode here. Act as an entrepreneur and tell people what to do if

you don’t see things moving. But please don’t sit around.

⁂ Be a great integrator, some valuable systems will already be in place for your own
benefit and you’ll be great at executing them and following orders. Be a great servant, be
a great master.

⁂ Be a great systems-maker.

⁂ Be amazing with clients, not being scared to pick up the phone and call them.

⁂ Have a great personality, being an optimist, a positive person who is cool to work
around with.

⁂ Have a great vibe/energy.

⁂ Generally, smart, productive, and open-minded nomads are most welcomed.

⁂ Can go through setbacks. Appreciates negative experiences and learns from them.
Understands the value of pain and is resilient.

⁂ Not hungry for short-term money. Already comfortable financially and is in for the long
run, understands the compound effect.



⁂ Be humorous and weird, cause the best of us are. Relaxed and fun-type.

⁂ Lean Startup mentality. You do things quickly and rather make something and
improve on the prototype than wait for the "perfect thing to happen"

⁂ Be honest and Radically transparent.

⁂ Copy-paste-improve method. Don’t reinvent the wheel.

⁂ Be ultra-curious.

⁂ The best things in life are free. Use free tools to get where you want to go. Go for
free trials with your credit card if you need to.

⁂ Be quick. Speed in a startup is everything. Clients don’t like waiting. We live in an
instant world where 24-48hr is long for someone. Be quick at everything you do.

⁂ Startup = very fast change.
Your colleagues are by no means your bosses. We might change opinions very quickly on

topics, pivoting from one day to the next. So do not be frustrated by the change,

EMBRACE it. There are no egos here. We do not stick to points for the fun of it. If we
have a thesis, we test them and change opinions regarding the data, and the fact if it adds
value or not. For those who are used to working in a very corporate bureaucratic
environment where everything is fixed and stable, this might be frustrating, but in reality,
it is the #1 path to fast growth. The data and the cold hard truth win, we don’t pursue
something that doesn’t work even if we agreed to try it yesterday.

⁂ Make up your own goals starting your day, and post them in the team’s channel, as

you’ll see some of your peers do. Provide a report at the end of the day.

⁂ Be Worldclass. We compete at the international level here, you’re in the National
League, competing with the best of the best. Show up as your Best Self on a daily basis,
without your excuses. If you’re not world-class, get out of the way.

⁂ Be positive. It’s good to criticize constructively but it can quickly become a trap to
always be the devil’s advocate. Be nice, smile. If you're going to criticize one thing, denote
the positive sides of it as well. Use the hamburger approach when criticizing a colleague:

positive-negative-positive. Have some tact also.



⁂When you feel something to talk about is emotional, pick up the phone to
discuss it with your colleague. Because shit escalates quickly on chat.

⁂ Trust in your leader and the organization’s intentions or get out.

⁂ Be transparent, and open, and say what needs to be said, even if you’re
uncomfortable. It needs to come out. Don’t keep things inside because if you explode
you’ll make some permanent damage.

⁂ Be in love with the game, not with the money

⁂ Know how to take the pressure, manage your emotions and stress, and have plenty of
solutions to avoid burnout

⁂ Extreme Ownership. Own your department. Own your KPI and OKR. Don’t blame
others, only you. If everyone acts like that in an organization, there won't be any
problems. People that blame their teammates will take the door. You are 100%
responsible for your department’s success. Keep the excuses for yourself. If the end result
is affected, don’t depend on a middleman, just take extreme actions and make things
happen, no ping-pong matches.

⁂ Give your all or get out. 3 Strikes and you’re out. If you’re getting a strike, things are

already going south. It might be bad luck. But at 3 strikes, you’re out. A strike is a sincere
disappointment and breaking majorly one of the ethics codes we have here. It’s like a 9
out of 10 frustration for us, and a “wtf moment”. Get 3 of those and you’re out. You can
come back once you’ve matured, no hard feelings here (we never close doors.)

⁂ Communication Etiquette. Communicate nicely and with :) Emojis online sometimes you
might sound harsh to colleagues. Be efficient in your messages. Don’t create back and
forth. Provide as many details as you can. Do not communicate angriness or hard
emotions through messages, get ON A CALL for that, as communicating through
emotions can quickly escalate on Skype. Be nice, and positive, and ADD VALUE in your
communications. Use jokes but moderately and make sure people will understand that it’s
a joke.

⁂ What do the best Accumates look like? Funny, smart, entrepreneurs,
open-minded, team players, ultra-competitive,



⁂ What do the worse Acumates (people we fired) look like? Out-of-touch,
uninterested, greedy, low communicators.

⁂ No drama startup. We don’t like drama here. Gossip, talking behind the back,
complaining, etc. Screaming at one another, etc. We have enough stress from our clients
that we do not seek to create additional stress. Stay polite. Stay professional. Stay nice.
No passive aggressiveness, no hate, no frills against colleagues. Know that toxic
individuals will be automatically discarded as time passes, without you needing to
intervene. That’s the beauty of our HR Machine, it keeps finding better and better

individuals. Retains the best and gets rid of the toxic individuals, NATURALLY!

⁂ Culture – we like strong characters here. We believe confrontation is beneficial to

life and progress. As long as it stays polite and constructive, we believe in saying what we
think and staying transparent. If you’re discrete and avoid confrontation, this job is not for
you. Oh, and if you’re going to raise issues be ready to receive responses, and never quit
because things didn’t go your way. We’re loyal peeps.

_____________________________________________

TopLeads
https://topleads.agency/

https://topleads.agency/

